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About This Game

Invasion

Story:

The colony on Mars had been silent for a long time. According to the last reports, critical discoveries were made about the
existence of water and life.

You should investigate the sectors and the surrounding area to find out why colony can not be heard from and learn what
happened.

Gameplay and Key Features:

Science-fiction themed

Dazzling space atmosphere

Standard fps mechanics

5 Levels with 6 different weapons
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Action - adventure - thriller

Opportunity to explore new worlds

Developer's Note:

The other stages of our project, which we continue to develop as an indie team, will be with you in the forthcoming years as VR,
iOS, and Android support as well as multiplayer adaptation of games.
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Title: Invasion
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
CDIS Lab.
Publisher:
CDIS
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 10

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: 32gb ram is recommended for best performance on mobile

English,Turkish
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Since HoloBall just came out a few days before Cyberpong, I think many people will be wondering what the differences are and
if it's worth owning both.

In single player, Cyberpong VR is best described as VR Breakout with a dash of Tetris. Blocks spawn at the back of the arena
and slowly move towards you. You destroy them with bouncing balls and powerups until a block makes it to your side. Then the
game is over. There's strategy in how you save and use the powerups, and skill in juggling and aiming the many balls.

The suprise for me was PvP multiplayer, where it plays like VR Pong. There are no powerups or blocks, just returning the ball
back and forth as it becomes faster and faster. It sounds simple, and it is, but being face to face in VR with your opponent
brings so much to the game. It's an absolute blast. Shoutout to Shaquille who beat me easily 5 games straight.

Cyberpong will have you moving all around the required play area, but it doesn't push you to swing with the same vigor that
HoloBall does. I've had to take a break for a few days from HoloBall for my arm to recover. Cyberpong brings my pulse up, but
doesn't wear me out.

TL;DR: While Cyberpong VR and HoloBall look similar, they play very differently, and both are great fun. The online
multiplayer in Cyberpong VR is an absolute must try.. The CS:GO Player Profiles video series gives a look into the lives of pro
CS players. And while I myself don't watch or play any pro CS I still think it is neat to have available this insight into these
players. I can see how a huge fan would really enjoy something like this. There are in total 10 videos, one of them being an intro
advertisement type short, the remaining 9 being the aforementioned "player profiles". Overall its worth a look if this is the sort
of thing that interests you.. Amazing game. I love the vatiety of swords it gives you, and the different tactical options they allow
for. Every sword is played a little different, with different reach, stab damage, slash damage, etc. This game also forces you to
think about not only when to strike, but where, and if your sword is oriented correctly. If you attack with the dull side of your
blade, then it's not gonna hurt.. this is what spacebase df-9 tried to be.. Really bad game do not install it you will get really mad
so i DO NOT reccomend this game its reallllly bad. Solitaire mixed with Poker. Instead of building suits, you're building poker
hands and using these hands to beat enemy AI to death. A better hand does more damage, and the more damage you deal (or
take), the more spells you can cast with your building rage.
This system has some nice subtleties, but the rest of the game lets it down. The AI refuses to use any high power hands at all,
and instead resorts to using easily buildable hands and spamming abilities to win. This results in a final boss which has a use 5
rage -> do 30 or so dmg loop which it is not bright enough to use.
As for the story dragging you through the adventure, it is lacklustre at best, and is not helped by being left on a cliffhanger at the
end to allow for sequels and the "Overture" in the title.
The art style is quite good though.
In all, a good idea that becomes tedious because of uninteresting AI, and eventually leads to power-gaming to find no end at the
end.. Awesome, he is my favourite player, i watched him in cs 1.6 he was legend and he still is!. Terrorhedron is an action
packed, awesome tower defense game, and its in 3dimensions. Love the game, Awesome developer 10/10 would recomend to
anyone who likes tower defense. Keep up the good work!. Not sure how I feel about having harvest points and skill grinding and
item crafting in my Ys; to be honest it feels like it stacks too much on top of a good, basic formula. On the other hand, it's still
much the same action-y goodness of previous titles. Heck, having a whole traveling party makes fighting even wilder, with
specials all popping off at once and you dodge-rolling out of danger while your allies whoop on the enemy.

If you're a fan of the series, get it. If you're not, get it anyway, because I'm a stranger on the internet, and if you can't trust MY
opinions, whose can you trust?
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For English speakers:
I didn't finished it so far so this review is based on my experiece of part of the game. I won't judge the story at this stage.
Pros:
1. The localization is really well done. It even gives u a false feeling that this game was developed by English speakers.
2. Unique and amazing style to present the dialoge. It's like reading a fasnating interactive Comic Book.
3. The art style is AMAZING. U got a lot of CGs. U have totally different painting for different face, not just swapping texture
of eyes or mouth. It also fits game's wild west theme perfectly.
4. The PRICE, but not the quality, is CHEAP. Only 7.64$ after 15off. It would literally cost u only about 6$ because it comes
with Cards. Compared to those developers and publishers which keeps spamming money grabbing titles,  No, I'm not talking
about SAKURA series this one definitely worth it's price tag.

Cons:
The map. Yes, it's the map. Mountain range should never be drawn in that way if there's a lake near it. It looks like the lake is
floating over the mountain range. It's a tiny flaw and affects nothing I guess, if u dont have OCD but it's really easy to fix.

It's not voice acted. What's a pity.

OVERALL: 9.773\/10
It's a great game with great price. Give it a try and it won't fail u.. Forget about "feel like 8bit". It`s a 8-bit game! All of elements
of that era, graphics, music, sound, controls, animations, design, and the most important thing, the "Irritability" factor.. Very fun

Calm, good educational game for your kids, very relaxing and slow paced, good for stressful days.
Recommended for parents who want their children to have a learning tool that they can use while out of school.. A slightly
different take on the "match 3 coloured balls" malarky, but still just as engaging!. I will be honest, i saw this game and i said to
me: It's trash don't buy it. Second time i saw it, i wanted to buy 4 copies. I played it alone, ok, i played it with one my friend, i
bought other copies. I think i bought it 8 or more times, well, it's worth.
Now i need to buy some friend.. This serial code I got, doesn't even activate the game! I have to play the game to recommend it!
Don't buy the game yet you may get ripped off! This review may change if Steam Support can figure out how to get the game to
activate! I feel like ranting like Angry Joe!

Update: 2 days ago on 11/11/14, I finally got a reply back from Capcom Support! I was told that my code will now work, and it
finally did! With this game you have to contact Capcom Support for now, they'll do an investigation, and it may take almost two
weeks, but when they are done, you will be able to play the game! DRM sucks, and is ruining gaming, it is getting worst! I
enjoyed the game, it is a never before released NES game for PC, but beware, serious DRM problem with this game!. This
game looks and plays like undergrad's intro course assignment. It won't cost you much you won't be playing it much either.
Structures in the game appear and dissapear depending on how close you are. You can't interact with these structures either. The
water also cannot be interacted with though it is not an impediment to your movement.
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The only interactivity is a ball that you can hit and you can drop rocks on thing. There are also apples and sea shells you can
explore to find and "collect" by touching them and making them dissapear.

It's not worth a dollar.. I have played every game from this company and this is my second favorite to theres poop in my soup. I
get to salty playing games so i can cooldown with this.. Having played this years ago at the release, the biggest downfall for me
was its payment style. It had a lot of cool features, as many have mentioned in the stones is like having a TCG wrapped up with
Diablo. While combat gives you a rotate to work with, the game is quite fun and for the price can't be beat!
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